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Question 1: (Multiple Choices):  

For the questions below, choose the correct choice for every question. 

  
❖First evaluation bank   

    Ch 25: Convincing Others 
   SPELLING 

1.  Choose the correct spelling:   g/e/a/m 

  (A)  game  (B)  geam (C)  gema (D) egam  

2.  Choose the correct answer:  obje___ti___es 

  (A) v, t (B) t,d (C)  c, v (D) w, d 

3.  Choose the correct answer:  ab__or__ing 
  (A) e, b (B) s, d (C)  s, b (D) e, d 

4.  Choose the correct spelling:   u/t/b/e/y/a                       
  (A) beauty (B) beatyu (C) bautye (D) buteya 

5.  Choose the correct spelling: n/s/c/e/o/d 

  (A) sceond (B) second (C)scenod (D) csenod  

6.  Choose the correct spelling:  d/k/s/i                    

  (A) sidk (B) kids  (C) diks  (D)  sidk 

7.  Choose the correct spelling:  o/s/s/p/t/r                       

  (A) porsts (B) storps  (C) sports (D) rospst  

8.  Choose the correct answer:   v__deo 
  (A) c (B) e (C) i (D) o 

9.  Choose the correct answer:   in__uce  

  (A) s (B) d (C) r (D) t 

10.  Choose the correct answer:   el_ct_onic  

  (A) u, o (B) e, r (C) a, r (D) o, a 

11.  Choose the correct answer:   de_umani_ed 
  (A) h, z  (B) c, r (C) e, r  (D) s, b 
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12.    Choose the correct spelling:  t/n/e/p/a/r/s                       
  (A) perants  (B) parents  (C) psarnte  (D) panrets  

13.  Choose the correct answer:   li_es  

  (A) o (B) w (C) u (D) v 

14.  Choose the correct answer:   frie_d 
  (A) n (B) e (C) m (D) r 

15.  Choose the correct answer:   r_venge  
  (A) e (B) o (C) i (D) u 

16.  Choose the correct answer:  du_k hunt   

  (A) e (B) o (C) P (D) c 

17.  Choose the correct answer:   chil_ren 

  (A) v (B) d (C) u (D) e 

  VOCABULARY 
18.  Lamps _________ natural light. 

  (A) simulate   (B) obsessed  (C) destroy  (D) holdouts  

19.  The _________ of the English Course is to speak fluent 

English. 
  (A) violent  (B) veto (C) objective  (D) mean  

20.  The tranquilizers (sleeping pills) _______him to sleep. 

  (A) barred  (B) induced (C) athletes  (D) discourage  

21.  The research on the science topic was too__________. 

  (A) shrinking  (B) shooting   (C) absorbing (D) learning  

22.  Mary’s parents ________her summer plans. 

  (A) exclaimed (B) vetoed (C) humanized  (D) computerized  
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Question 2: (Pairing Questions) VOCABULARY 

Match the word with its meaning: 

Column (2)  Column (1) 

1. dehumanized  (A) record, film 

2. objectives  (B) games 

3. vicariously  (C) relating to devices and circuits 

4. induce  (D) prettiness 

5. absorbing  (E) to cause 

6. video  (F)  carved 

7. engraved  (G) not human. 

8. beauty  (H)  soaking up all your thoughts 

9. sports  (I) goals or aims. 

10. electronic  
(J) experienced through imaginative 

participation in the experience of someone 

else. 

11. veto  (K) shout 

12. exclaim  (L)  to be like something else, similar  

13. simulate   (M) refusal 
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Match the picture with its word: 

Column (2)  Column (1) 

(A) dehumanized  
 1)      

(B) sport     
 2)  

(C) video   
 3)      

(D) Nintendo    
 4)      

(E)  electronic                           

    5)      

(F)  video games  
 6)   

(G)  Duck hunt  
 7)  

(H) grumble  

 8) 

 

Make sentences using the given words  

1. beauty   

2. sport  

3. veto  
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Question 3: (True or False) Comprehension: 

Use the information in the passage to answer the questions below. 

 

From Questions below shade in the letter Ⓣ if the statement is True or Ⓕ if 

the statement is False. 

1.  
The beauty of this game is that even very young players can 
have the fun of vicariously shooting animals. 

T F 

2.  
My five-year-old daughter told me she enjoyed playing Duck 
Hunt at a friend's house. 

T F 

3.  
My son told me he hates "learning games" the least because 
they are "too easy" 

T F 

4.  Our society is not so computerized and dehumanized. T F 

5.  
We cannot explain our opinion effectively through 
persuasion. 

T F 

6.  Kids love to play violent games. T F 

7.  
There’s the game with my favorite title-an obvious attempt 
to combine a graceful sport with exciting action-Skate or Die. 

T F 

8.  
 Kids don’t need more reason to avoid playing outside or 

going for a walk or talking with a friend. 
T F 

 

 

A VETO ON VIDEO GAME 

        Our society is so computerized and dehumanized that kids do not need one 
more reason to avoid playing outside or going for a walk or talking with a friend. I 
would still feel this way even if there were nothing wrong with games whose 
objectives are to kill and destroy. 

                              I know, I know. There are games other than those like Rampage, 
Robocop, Motor Cross Maniacs, Bionic Commando, Dr. Doom's Revenge, Guerrilla 
War, and Super Street Fighter. But aren’t the violent games the one the kids love to 
play for hours? And hours.  And hours. My son told me he likes the "killing games" 
the best, has not had much experience with "sport games," and likes "learning 
games" the least because they are "too easy". (Manufacturers take note.) My five-
year-old daughter told me she enjoyed playing Duck Hunt at a friend's house. The 
beauty of this game is that even very young players can have the fun of vicariously 
shooting animals. And then there is the game with my favorite title-an obvious 
attempt to combine a graceful sport with exciting action-Skate or Die. 
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Use the information in the passage to answer the questions below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most suitable title for this passage is: 1. 

(D)  Newspapers 
(C) Veto on 

Video Games 

(B) Playing 

Outside 

(A) Education is 
Fun 

 

The antonym of dehumanized is: 2. 

(D) recognize (C) inhuman (B) human (A) humanized  

Our _______________ is computerized and dehumanized. 3. 

(D) children (C) outdoor (B) society (A) parents  

You can express your opinion by _____________. 4. 

(D) fight (C) sleep (B) argument (A) persuasion  

The antonym of dehumanized is: 5. 

(D) recognize (C) inhuman (B) human (A) humanized  

       We are the kind of parents who don't promote video games. We are among the 

ever-shrinking group of parents known as video game hold outs. We don't prefer 

to buy a video game set. I said you know you are not going to get Nintendo he said 

“I know I’m not going to get it from you, but I might get it from him, Alas, Santa, too 

let him down. I don’t think that playing a video game now and then is really 

harmful to children. But the children I know are so obsessed with the games that 

grade teacher to ban the word Nintendo from the  ndthey prompted at least one 2

classroom.  When I asked my 7-year-old if the teacher wouldn’t let the kids talk 

about the games because that’s all they were talking about he said “no that’s all we 

were thinking about.” Our society is so computerized and dehumanized that kids 

don’t need one more reason to avoid playing outside.   
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second evaluation bank 
Ch 26: advertising 
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 SPELLING 

1.  Choose the correct missing letters for the word: sec_nd  

 (A) i (B) a (C) v (D) o 

2.  Choose the correct missing letters for the word: cu_es 

 (A) r (B) k (C) j (D) b 

3.  Choose the correct spelling:  d/k/s/i                    

 (A) sidk (B) kids  (C) diks  (D)  sidk 

4.  Choose the correct answer:   n__rmal 

 (A) c (B) e (C) o (D) o 

5.  Choose the correct missing letters for the word: di_ease  

 (A) u (B) s (C) v (D) o 

6.  Choose the correct missing letters for the word: ch_ld  

 (A) o (B) i (C) u (D) w 

7.  Choose the correct spelling:  t/n/e/p/a/r /s                       

 (A) perants  (B) parents  (C) psarnte  (D) panrets  

8.  Choose the correct answer:   leu_emia 

 (A) o (B) w (C) u (D) k 

9.  Choose the correct answer:   p_armaceutical 

 (A) h (B) e (C) m (D) r 

10. . Choose the correct spelling:    

 (A) daevstating (B) devastating (C) davstatig (D) dvsaetating 

11. Choose the correct spelling:    

 (A) patient  (B) patinet (C) petiant (D) ptaient 

a.  VOCABULARY 

12. Antibiotics are _________ for many diseases caused by bacteria. 

 (A) threatening  (B) cures (C) headache  (D) frightening  

13. Antibiotics were a _________________in the field of medicine. 

 (A) breakthrough (B) cancer  (C) image (D) diseases 

14. Farmers suffered ________________crop losses. 

 (A) diagnosed  (B) devastating  (C) typical  (D) heal  

15. The pharmaceutical workers________ the medicine containers. 

 (A) sealed (B) recovered  (C) engraved  (D) cancer  
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Question 2: (Pairing Questions) VOCABULARY 

Match the word with its meaning: 

Column (1)  Column (2) 

1. breakthrough   (A)  a sick person  

2. devastating 

 

 (B)  complete remedy  

3. diagnosed   (C)  in a general state  

4. pharmaceutical 

 

 (D) recognize as having a disease  

5. cures   (E)  small children  

6. kids  (F) overcome, overwhelm  

7. normal   
(G) involved in the manufacture and sale of 

medicinal drugs 

8. patient 

 

 (H) an important discovery  

 

Make sentences using the given words  

1. patient   

2. normal  

3. cures   
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Question 3: (True or False) Comprehension:  

Use the information in the passage to answer the questions below. 

 

1. There are treatments for cancer these days. T F 

2. Your child has leukemia. The happiest news a  parent could 

hear. 
T F 

3. Your child has leukemia. The most devastating news a parent 
could hear. 

T F 

4. There is no hope for families and patients from the new 
medicines discovered. 

T F 

5. Now 80 % of kids die because of cancer. T F 

6. Now 80 % of kids not only survive – but lead normal lives. T F 

7. Print ads usually interest readers by using clever slogans and 
attractive images. 

T F 

8. The word leukemia is frightening and threatening. T F 

9. Headache is a kind of cancer that affects white blood cells. T F 

10. The antonym of normal is abnormal. T F 

11. Leukemia is usually treated with drugs. T F 

12. Leukemia is a type of throat cancer. T F 

13. We can explain our opinion effectively through persuasion. T F 

 

 

 


